A Better Way to Build
Virtual Fabrication
Site Work

- Site excavation
- Driveway
- Footings
- Frost walls

Foundations

- Frost walls
- Subslab preparation
- Slab insulation and vapor barrier
- Completed slab
- Full walkout basement
Component Fabrication

Hundegger SpeedCut (SC3)

Rafter saw cuts from SC3
Montage (on-site assembly)

Panels wrapped and ready for loading

Loaded and heading to the site

Columns and beams to support first floor framing

Completed first floor deck framing

Floor panels being flown into place

Setting the first floor walls
Montage (on-site assembly)

Second floor wall panels
Montage (on-site assembly)
Interior Framing

Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) Rough In
Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) Rough In

Interior Finish and Fit Out